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Every Wednesday,

we come together

in this little kitchen.

Our little kitchen,

a tiny, small place,

is just big enough,

so squeeze in and make space . . .



Tie on your apron!

Roll up your sleeves!

All we need is 

around us,

we just need 

to look . . .

Pans are out, oven is hot.

The kitchen’s all ready,

where do we start?



See how our little garden has grown?

Remember how we pushed seeds into soil, 

one by one?



Three bags of apples,

some of them bruised . . .



Third week in a row!

But it’s what we’ve got,

we’ll use ’em somehow . . .

What about you?



Our little kitchen’s 

really cookin’ now!

Listen to the delicious 

music we make.







Here come the early birds,

grab your favourite seat.



And still SO 

MUCH to do—!









The best sound in 

the world is



Is your body warm? Is your belly full?



One little kitchen can’t give us 

all that we need, but . . .





Author’s Note
Every Wednesday for many years, I volunteered at a small community kitchen in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. I chose that 

program, secular but run out of a small church, because it was near my house and didn’t require a lengthy training period. 

“Just show up on Wednesday,” they told me. So I did.

I wasn’t welcomed with open arms or even a hello. “You can start by peeling those potatoes,” maybe. It was a busy, working 

kitchen — there was just too much to do. I put my head down, did as I was told and tried not to get in the way. I went again 

the following week. And the week after that. Eventually the kitchen crew softened to me. I was part of the team.

Sometimes our kitchen had a lot: in the full burst of summer when we harvested from the garden, upstate farms donated 

produce, or we had just held a fundraiser. But often we had much less to work with. Many meals in the colder months were 

cobbled together with not-ideal ingredients — less beautiful and more functional — but always a full meal, nourishing and 

on time(ish). There was no other option.

The neighbourhood in which we worked was changing. Rents were on the rise. The economy crashed. When things are 

stretched thin, food is often the first thing to be cut. As passionate and tenacious as we were, our little kitchen was not a 

solution to our problems of food, housing and economic insecurity — it merely provided one meal on Wednesday nights. 

Still, we kept showing up. We activated our spirits, used our hands. Nourished our bodies so that we might shout NO to 

injustice, and stood arm in arm as we faced down our different struggles. We are often told that a single person can change 

the world. Just think about what many of us can accomplish — with our bodies, voices, votes, and hearts — together.
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